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ROBERT SMITH
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linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Violinist with 10 years of experience in developing the capacity to navigate and embrace the 
nuances of diverse communities, in order to widen the organizations potential to offer, deliver, 
and incorporate the entire community's contributions, as well as an understanding and 
acceptance of the cultural differences, while being a bridge between those differences in a 
constructive way.

Skills

Budgeting, Basic computer, Data entry experience.

Work Experience

Violinist
ABC Corporation  2012 – 2015 
 Efficiently led sectionals when required.
 Took responsibility for learning notes before rehearsals soastobea more effective member of 

the ensemble.
 Followed conductors instructions both in rehearsal and during concerts.
 Recorded with the Midwest Chamber Ensemble.
 Performed the world premiere of Nicholas Reeves The Light of the World.
 Gained experience performing alongside various types of soloists and ensembles.
 Worked closely with employer to ensure overwhelming satisfaction.

Violinist
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2000 
 Mentor, Santa Barbara Strings Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra first violinist position.
 Performed at multiple events representing Texas A&amp;M Rehearsed with the entire 

orchestra twice a week to ensure peak performance.
 Starkville, MS Played in second violin section.
 Played in and assisted in directing a strings ensemble which performed for weddings, 

receptions, banquets, and special community events.
 Music Honors and Activities.
 Rehearsals and concerts, first violinist Accomplishments presently still with COS Skills Used 

playing ability and performance.
 Sang as a soloist for numerous pieces on tour and for local concerts.

Education

Bachelor Of Arts
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